BRABUS SHADOW 500
FEATURING BLACK OPS LIMITED EDITION `1 OF 28`

REDEFINING
LUXURY DAY BOATING
BRABUS Marine is the result of the cutting-edge alliance between two of the most renowned
companies in their respective genres. Bringing together the award-winning Finnish boat
builder Axopar Boats and the long-established, high-performance luxury automotive car
producer BRABUS, to redefine luxury day boating through a range of ultra-exclusive and
exciting powerboats. BRABUS Marine focuses upon luxury products for global markets with
strong ambitions to become one of the world’s most iconic boat brands.

BRABUS SHADOW
THE INDIVIDUALIST’S RANGE OF YACHTS
WITH AN AUTOMOTIVE BLOODLINE
Outstanding performance, power and superior
acceleration, together with easy handling and best in
class drivability, forms the core of a BRABUS Shadow
product. On top of this, every BRABUS Shadow has an
instantly recognizable design and strikingly gorgeous
looks.
All boats within the range are painstakingly hand
crafted to the highest possible standards by skilled
technicians utilizing the finest materials, newest
technologies and bespoke engineering. Revel in the
excitement of getting back behind the wheel, feeling
the power and enjoying the unrivalled thrill of these
well-mannered, super-fast and easy-handling boats.

The BRABUS Shadow range is designed for a select
group of boat owners who want to enjoy the very best
exclusive boating experience for absolute individualism,
ultimate luxury and seriously impressive power and
performance.
Adopting the identical philosophy of BRABUS supercars,
whereby a premium car, as the Mercedes-AMG range is
utilised as a platform from which BRABUS build their
supercars, we transform and redefine a selective range
of Axopar boats into BRABUS Shadow superboats.

‘1 OF 28’ LIMITED EDITION
BRABUS SHADOW 500 BLACK OPS
Following 40 years of history & heritage laid down by
BRABUS, we always celebrate the launch of a new
BRABUS Shadow model with a Limited-Edition ‘collector’s series’. All models are exclusively launched in the
signature paint scheme Gunmetal Grey, combined with
vibrant BRABUS Red exterior seating; a most striking
combination for a Limited Edition.
The BRABUS Shadow 500 Black-Ops ‘1 of 28’ is
hand-built with focus on precision and finish. Fairing,
painting and polishing the Limited-Edition version to
the quality required is a highly labour-intensive, skilful
and painstaking process, with no automation process,
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which can take up to six weeks to reach the required
finish.
Advanced design engineering and use of high-tech,
selective materials incur a superior level and lengthier
period of manufacturing. As a result, every owner of a
new Shadow will experience a far higher, superior level
of individual design and performance, uncommon for a
boat in this size-range.

‘1 OF 28’ LIMITED EDITION
BRABUS SHADOW 500 CABIN BLACK OPS

BRABUS SHADOW 500 BLACK OPS
‘1 OF 28’ LIMITED EDITION
With +50 knots performance waiting to be unleashed,
phenomenal acceleration and massive torque available from
Mercury Marine’s latest twin V8-powered XS Pro FourStroke
engines, who would not be tempted by the prospect of getting
behind the wheel of the BRABUS Shadow 500?

Positioned at the very top of the 30ft sports-weekender market, The BRABUS Shadow 500
is a beautifully designed and captivating ‘thrill-seeker’; on one hand a boat with mesmerizing
performance, yet with comfortable, day-long cruising capability and luxurious refinement
on the other.

AN EXCEPTIONALLY QUICK, ‘GO ANYWHERE’ DRIVER’S BOAT
Given the ‘dual-personality’ status of every BRABUS Shadow, these boats deliver a serious
turn of speed and ‘kick in the back’ acceleration, whilst still being fully capable of taking
out friends and family in a highly luxurious and comfortable environment. When your
destination has been reached, and the engines are turned off, you and your guests can truly
appreciate the ultimate luxury and versatility of a Shadow 500’s onboard creature comforts,
for a truly sublime day out on the sea.

THE PERFECT SUPERYACHT TENDER
Superyacht owners, their families and VIP guests like to arrive in style, in a tender that
oozes the same high-class visual appeal as the finest superyachts. The Shadow 500 Cabin
is practical, versatile and capable of safety transiting passengers from ship-to-shore,
whatever the weather, even in arduous sea conditions if necessary. The 2ft 8in shallow draft
enables access to all kinds of places that larger yachts cannot reach, enabling owners to
discover hidden bays and idyllic anchorages.

SELF-INDULGENT LUXURY THROUGHOUT
The Shadow 500 offers sumptuous, superior surroundings that provide the highest possible
onboard comfort when anchored. It truly is the perfect luxury platform upon which to
spend quality time with friends and family when you are away for a day out at sea or out on
island-hopping adventures.

BRABUS SHADOW 500
The BRABUS Shadow 500 will allow your creativity to flow with a
choice of three chic and contemporary gelcoat colors, giving you
the possibility to truly express your inner self. Enjoy the practical
and versatile spaces, with plenty of creature-comforts for lazy
weekends with friends and family, and the added adrenalin rush
of knowing there’s a pair of powerful, lightweight, V8 Mercury
Marine engines attached to the back, waiting to be unleashed at
a moment’s notice!

The Shadow 500 range is a cut above the usual standard of 30ft sports-weekenders. With
three contemporary gelcoat colors, several upholstery options, and many optional upgrades
to choose from, discerning owners have the possibility to create a unique Open, T-Top or
Cabin boat with awe inspiring performance and drop-dead gorgeous BRABUS looks that will
turn heads wherever it appears.

BRABUS SHADOW 500 CABIN

BRABUS SHADOW 500
A thrill-seeker with mesmerizing performance, built with exactly the same level of equipment and obsessive
attention to detail as the Limited-Edition version, the standard Shadow 500 shares the same superior
performance, drivability and torque, delivered by Mercury Marine’s latest twin V8 engines, delivering the
ultimate luxurious driving experience.
Take pleasure in customizing your boat by selecting one of three available gelcoat colours for your Shadow
500, and let your boat truly express your personality. Choose from our modern and contemporary colours;
Platinum Grey, White Grey, and Glacier Blue (available from Sept 2019), and finish your customization by
selecting one of the two available seat fabric/sunpad cushion colours; BRABUS Red or BRABUS Cappuccino.
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Aft Cabin

The stunning and exceptionally fast +50 knots coast-to coast commuter and adventurous ‘shadow’ boat for the

Platinum Grey

Open

world’s finest superyachts..
Anyone who craves excitement will adore the unrivaled combination of sheer power, speed and protection
from the elements in a boat of this size. The BRABUS Shadow 500 Cabin requires no compromises in fun,
whilst offering ‘multi-purpose’ versatility as a compact passage maker, stylish coastal commuter, or pleasure-seeker for owners of large yachts who long to get back behind the wheel.
This Cabin version is ideal for thrill-seeking island explorations, with a comfortable, inviting and extremely
civilized interior space that oozes luxury. Why let the weather dictate how you spend your day? With a warm
and cozy fully-enclosed Cabin, this is a true all-weather performer that’s perfect for colder weather climates
or rough conditions. Within hot climates, customers can open-up the electric sliding-roof and have the large,
side-opening doors thrown wide open, to embrace the sun and air whilst powering across the water at +50
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DRESSED TO IMPRESS
Attractive, bold and ultra-stylish design. Angular lines with a long, low-centre-ofgravity hull, combined with practical and versatile deck layout options. Choose from Aft
bench, Wetbar or Day-Cruiser Aft-Cabin accommodation package for the perfect deck
option to fulfil your need.

THE BEST HANDLING HULL OF ITS CLASS
Families and guests need to feel safe, secure and protected from the minute they step onboard, whilst the owner or its professional captain love the fact this is one of the most thrilling driving experiences, best handling and most seaworthy hulls in this size range. The Shadow 500 is equally capable working as a comfortable luxurious day-cruiser, a true workhorse, a
thrill-seeker for speed lovers, a dive-excursion boat, water-sports boat or sports-fishing boat.

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS - OPEN
Overall Length (incl. Engine)
Beam

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS - CABIN
9.53 m / 31ft 3in
2,95m / 9ft 8in

Draft to props

0,80 m / 2ft 8in

Weight (excl. Engine)

1.840 kg / 4.056 lbs

Overall Length (incl. Engine)
Beam

9.53 m / 31ft 3in
2,95m / 9ft 8in

Draft to props

0,80 m / 2ft 8in

Weight (excl. Engine)

1940 kg / 4277 lbs

Fuel Capacity

280 litres / 74 gal

Fuel Capacity

280 litres / 74 gal

Construction

GRP

Construction

GRP

Classification

B:6 - C:9

Classification

B:6 - C:9

Max. speed range

+50 knots

Max. speed range

+50 knots

Outboard engines

2x Mercury V8 ProXS 250

Outboard engines

2x Mercury V8 ProXS 250

Hull design

Twin stepped 20 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

Accommodation /Berth*
* Aft cabin option

2 persons

Hull design

Twin stepped 20 degree V “Sharp entry hull”

Accommodation /Berth*
* Aft cabin option

2 persons

REDEFINING
LUXURY DAY BOATING
BRABUS Marine; the cutting-edge alliance forged between Axopar Boats, the world’s most
talked about day-boat/sports-weekender range, and BRABUS, one of the world’s leading
high-performance supercar producers.
Where Scandinavian design meets German engineering. BRABUS Marine is devoted to building
and developing ultra-exclusive, supremely exciting boats; the result of two companies united
in the extreme.

brabusmarine.com

